
Focused Instructional Transition Team (FITT)

February 8, 2022

1:00 – 2:20

Zoom

Meeting called by: Enoch Hale

Michael Fisher

Note taker: Mary Watson

Attendees: Breck Robinson
Christina “Cris” Koczera
Izabella “Bella” Gray
Justus Ortega
Sabrina Zink
Dan Barton
Rosamel Benavides-Garb

Elizabeth “Liz” Whitchurch
Carmen Bustos-Works
Jenn Capps
Kassidy Banducci
Sherie Gordon
Xena Pastor

Notes

Agenda item Presenter Notes

Welcome
Review and approve/adopt: 01/25/22 meeting notes

Enoch &
Mike

Spring 2022 Planning- F2F Schedule Link

A. Communications Update

B. Building Hours

C. Location on Campus to Zoom into Classes

(see Breck’s email Feb 2)

D. CNRS Council of Chairs requests (see Dan

and Cris’ email Feb 2)

E. Should we meet every week?

Cris &
Sabrina

1) Dan: the lists on ITS about computer lab

availability, is it up to date? Someone else could

only find one for F21. Breck is checking.

2) Justus: half the questions he’s feilding

are about campus ready misinformation or

outdated information. Is someone in charge of

ensuring the information on campus ready is up

to date, but it would be beneficial, even if

students can be hired.

3) Sabrina: updates to site were delegated

to subject matter experts, part of it is that there is

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LlALK78wO_wC-QTTE7M7iVMYjOFtTf-J/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111458668861227318251&rtpof=true&sd=trueit?usp=sharing&ouid=111458668861227318251&rtpof=true&sd=true4TwC6szirBQqef/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111458668861227318251&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LwlgP9UGUjNChHxx-fKojWOM_vSEmC7dQFShDjOrCjA/edit#gid=1675953751


not an automatic update system. There isn’t one

point person. MarCom makes the updates based

on the subject matter experts saying “this needs

to be updated.”

4) Mike: there have been periodic check ins

in advanced planning, where needed updates

were pointed out. This is always evolving rapidly,

a comprehensive look at campus ready is what is

needed and can be done.

5) Dan: Maybe someone could find every

reference to Fall 2021 as a starting point?

6) Enoch: this once again goes back to

communication, both internal (this needs to be

updated) and external (make sure its accurate);

now the process is distributed. We need an

overall process for staff, students, in terms of

covid data reporting. At the very least,

recommending to EOC/PMG/MarCom, here’s a

list of things to do like, update the dates. He

could put it into a memo.

7) Mike: will take this directive back to PIO -
consider this in action

D

Question 1: Students continue to attend classes

with safety holds, how can we stop? (Report to

Dean of Students)

a) Some students are accidentally in

noncompliance - this goes to

Dean of Students
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b) Some students are intentionally in

noncompliance - this elevates to

calling UPD since they are

compromising the safety. (Cited

example from Library last

meeting).

Question 2: Info on exposure notifications and

health/safety holds should be communicated to

the Chairs so Chairs can help instructors

c) Dan: this is taking too long, half of

people aren’t equipped trained or

compensated to handle these

things in a deescalating and

graceful way, chairs are willing to

do it, but they need the

information

i) Justus: if there is a

reason this is taking so

long, then some

communication is

needed, not three weeks

from now–thats the

feeling you get in council

of chairs.

ii) Enoch: what has been

the rationale? Sabrina:

Not been involved in

these convos about

health and safety holds.
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Expectation is that it’s an

honor system, perhaps

the chairs could engage

with the covid coordinator

directly to get the lists,

because they could

explain the process

correctly.

iii) Enoch: this has come up

in the Provosts Council

before, but the Provost

wasn’t acting as an

obstacle to disseminating

this information, so again,

what’s the hold up?

iv) Sabrina: the request is

that the Chairs get the list

of all students with holds

in their majors, and then

what do they do with that

information, especially if

the situation is less than

hostile?

v) Enoch: chairs could help

provide clarity so that the

actions are clear; Justus:

in part, the chairs could

organize info to support

students so they can get
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that hold lifted and back

into the classroom, and

the other idea was just

getting cc’d on emails

sent out to students of

exposures so instructors

can support everyone’s

understanding of

navigate what to do

(example of a contact

tracing to students, and it

is way too wordy/unclear.

Words could be refined to

say “this is what you have

to do” and chairs could

help facilitate discussion)

vi) Carmen: “You may need

to quarantine” is

confusing; Sabrina: but

there’s no way to know

where the student was

sitting since they can’t

share who the positive

person was, so the

wording is intentionally

vague. Potentially people

could reach out to those

who are unvaccinated

specifically (unrealistic,
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they don’t have the

bandwidth anymore), or

the language could be

changed to “should” and

that’s that. But there’s still

no way to enforce that.

vii) Enoch: the students who

read this saw “don’t

attend class,” but then

they did. The question is,

is it possible to take away

the prose and give a

clear list of what to do: if

you’re unvacced, get

tested and stay home, if

you’re symptomatic, stay

home. Its a confounding

duplication of information

which in this case calls

for no action or for

contradictory information

(Dan: strongly

recommend to change

the language to be

simplified and clarified -

maybe they link it to their

class to do list)

viii) Cris: we need blessing of

Dr. Sanford from health
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center to bless that

language since she

crafted it. We could send

that example, and then

keep whatever prose they

say is also necessary.

Cris and Sabrina will

bring this to Karen and

Dr. Sanford and get to

something. Via email

once a finalized draft we

could run it by this group,

then move forward with

changing the content

E

1) Enoch: Would this help the liaisons

communications to their colleges? If so, then he

will work with Taylor to figure out the calendaring.

Let’s consider that an open request at the

moment. He will reach out to everyone

separately

2) Carmen: it makes sense to meet weekly

for timeliness especially if mask mandates are

lifted county or statewide. Cris notes that

campuses are not going to lift the mask

mandates. PMG meets tomorrow so hopefully

the inclination of our leadership regarding mask

mandates will be clear. Put a bug into your VPs
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ear. FITT could make a recommendation one

way or another

Risk Management & Safety Updates (Cris &

Sabrina)

a) Testing and Vaccination

i) Process Review & Updates

b) Events on Campus

i) Status update given any

new restrictions

c) Updates:

i) Masking requirements and

guidelines (e.g. N95 not

mandated)

ii) Exposure vs. Direct

Contact for student who

tests positive

iii) Safety Holds: process,

communication,

responsibilities, and

timelines

Additional Questions & Topics DOS contact tracing communication to students =
can be clearer
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Recommend clear bullet points. For example:
- IF YOU HAVE SYMPTOMS, STAY HOME
- IF YOU ARE UNVACCINATED, STAY HOME &
TEST
- IF YOU ARE VACCINATED AND DO NOT
HAVE SYMPTOMS, MONITOR YOUR OWN
CONDITION AND ATTEND CLASS IF YOU FEEL
WELL. TESTING RECOMMENDED.

Action Items 1. We will determine if meeting once a week
instead of every other week is necessary and
feasible.
2. We are sending a communication to Advanced
Planning and MARCOM regarding the need to
conduct a thorough review of the Campus Ready
website to ensure information accuracy.  A
specific and immediate need is to scrub the
webpages to remove all 2021 date references and
update accordingly.  College Liaisons, Department
Chairs, and Program Leaders regularly refer
faculty, students, and staff to this website, which
causes some confusion at times.
3. We are crafting a formal recommendation
regarding anticipated plans for Humboldt County
to follow California's changes of mask mandates.
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I will make sure to send it to this leadership
council once it is finished.
4. Once again, Department Chairs and Program
Leaders have requested that lists of those
students who have health and safety holds be
disseminated to them so that they can better
support their faculty.  Moreover, it has been
requested that a list of students in a particular
class within one's department who have received
an exposure notice be given to chairs and
program leaders as well.  The reasons include,
but are not limited to, providing chairs/leaders with
situational awareness; supporting instructors well
being (checking in with those who may have
multiple courses where exposure is taking place);
ensuring the safety of instructional spaces as part
of their building supervisory responsibilities; and
supporting instructors who need guidance on
class attendance compliance.  Cris is meeting
with the Dean of Students, Student Health
Services, and Simone to discuss sometime this
week.
5.  Student Health Services is managing exposure
notices to students.  An example surfaced again
this week that exemplified how unclear the
communication is.  Cris has agreed to
communicate the FITT recommendations to
simplify the communication so that clear action
steps can be interpreted.

*Next scheduled meeting: Tuesday, March 8, 2022

SPECIAL NOTES:

Chairs getting notified of exposures:
Justus asked about the decision tree/flow chart action item from last meeting is that still in the works? (Cris says it is on
campus ready but will look to be updated)
Justus asked will we have an answer about decisions on notifications for dept chairs by next week? (Cris says we gotta
figure out who does it and once thats worked out it should be fine.
Sabrina said chairs need to be cc’d on exposure notification emails from student health center, Cris says they will talk
through managing that.
Enoch asked whether there is a legal problem with getting that info to chairs so they can communicate with students about
it?
Cris says the intent for us forwarding those class specific exposure notices to chairs was so they had situational
awareness, not that they would make any communications.
Dan noted safety is something building supes are responsible for and should be aware of
Justus suggested that the course number indicates what chair the notice should be sent to
Cris asked for a list of chairs - Enoch will send to Cris. Carmen noted that some chairs are in different majors (English
versus Phil Chair as an example). Cris noted that if it’s as simple as Justus says, then there might not be pushback from
Healthcare on this, but there is serious grinding continually going on. A simple list like that with no medical information
wouldn’t be a problem.
Justus will send updates needed to Enoch who will send to marcom; cris notes the campus ready website is awful.
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